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2021 Pan American Snooker Championships

The Corner Bank, Toronto, Canada
Seniors Event - 13th - 15th November
Main Event - 16th - 20th November

Partners of The Pan American Billiards and Snooker Association
2021 Pan American Championships Announced

PABSA is delighted to announce the 2021 Pan American Championships will be held from the 13th to the 20th November at The Corner Bank in Toronto, Canada.

Entry is now closed for players who wish to take part in the Seniors Event taking place from the 13th to the 15th November and also the Main Event from the 16th to the 20th November.

https://www.pabsa.org/pan-american-snooker-championship/

Players are advised to read the entry document before the event.
Meet Anita Chan

Anita Chan was born in London, Ontario in Canada. She is a happy, busy woman continuously on a live, laugh love journey through life. Being comfortable with being uncomfortable is something she is good at. Anita used to watch by the sidelines until she played her first snooker game approximately 10 years ago. She wanted to give it a try and started to play because it looked really hard but really fun at the same time.

Anita doesn’t play too much nor practice much, however, she loves the game every time she plays. Snooker helps her with her focus, her endurance, her accuracy, her patience and most importantly her sportsmanship. Focus and patience is her weakness in life but says the power of positive energy is incredible. It’s something she has used to overcome her life challenges which makes this game mean so much more. This game of snooker requires all of the necessary skills in life to win and now she is with her amazing partner that is following his dreams.

Her partner Levi Meiller and all the snooker players that has crossed her path have helped her improve her game a great deal. She is blessed to have received much life mentoring from many family, friends, acquaintances and especially her daughter, Taylor.

Her biggest achievements are her success every time she plays! For the love of the game! Just like in real life, there will always will be goals and learning experiences, and hopefully to keep learning lessons and smile at the end of each game and at the end of each day. Anita competed in the 2019 Pan American Championships Main Event and Seniors in Houston, Texas where she played current PABSA professional player, Igor Figueiredo from Brazil. Her highest break is 48.

For her future in the game going forward Anita would like to continuously improve and help inspire more players to play snooker including more woman! Anita will also be supporting her partner Levi in his snooker journey. Her motto is to live, laugh, love! For the love of the game!
Igor Figueiredo Becomes PABSA Ambassador

PABSA is pleased to announce that Igor Figueiredo has become an official PABSA Ambassador. Igor recently became a qualified coach and will be helping promote and support growth of cue sports in the Pan America region. Igor joins Cliff Thorburn as a fellow PABSA Ambassador.

Igor has also been a leading figure for PABSA and Brazil on the WST over the last two years since winning the 2019 Pan American Championships in Houston, USA and PABSA would like to thank him for leading the way in the growth of the Pan American region.

PABSA President Ajeya Prabhakar “We would like to welcome Igor, who is a great player and fantastic guy to the PABSA family. I love his enthusiasm for the game and his support of growth in the Pan American region”.

![Igor Figueiredo]

PABSA Ambassador
The Pan American Billiards and Snooker Association is delighted to announce Peru as one of our newest members.

PABSA President Ajeya Prabhakar: "I am excited to see Peru join the PABSA family, who have a long history with snooker. We will be working with Peru to grow the game further in the region."

PABSA is delighted to announce that Bolivia has joined the organization.

PABSA President Ajeya Prabhakar: “We are excited to affiliate with the enthusiastic people from Bolivia who want to take the game to the next level in the region. They have run international tournaments in the past and we hope to run Pan American events there in the future. Welcome to all the snooker players in Bolivia to PABSA!”

Support PABSA

PABSA needs your help to continue to grow snooker and billiards in the Pan American region. To support our association and donate please follow the link below. Thank you for your continued support.

Donate here!

Follow PABSA

Please follow us on our social media platforms for the latest news and updates.
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